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Abstract
In a series of papers, Aluffi and Faber computed the degree of the GL3 orbit closure of an arbitrary
plane curve. We attempt to generalize this to the equivariant setting by studying how orbits degenerate
under some natural specializations, yielding a fairly complete picture in the case of plane quartics.
1 Introduction
Let V be an r+ 1-dimensional vector space, and let F ∈ Symd V ∨ be a non-zero degree d homogeneous form
on V . F naturally produces two varieties, OF ⊂ Symd V ∨ and POF ⊂ PSymd V ∨, namely the GLr+1-orbit
closures of F and [F ] respectively. Basic questions about the relationship between the geometry of POF and
the geometry of hypersurface {F = 0} remain unanswered. Consider, for example, the enumerative problem
of computing the degree of POF . The analysis of the degrees of these orbit closures was carried out for the
first two cases r = 1, 2 in a series of remarkable papers by Aluffi and Faber [AF93a, AF93b, AF00a, AF00c,
AF00b, AF10a, AF10b]. For instance, Aluffi and Faber’s computation in the special case r = 2, d = 4 of
quartic plane curves yields the enumerative consequence: In a general 6-dimensional linear system of quartic
curves, a general genus 3 curve arises 14280 times. When {F = 0} is a hyperplane arrangement, the degree
of POF was studied by [Tzi08, Li18].
One can interpret the calculation of the degree of POF as computing the fundamental class [POF ] ∈
A•(P Symd V ∨). Since POF is evidently preserved by the action of GLr+1, one obtains a natural equivariant
extension of the problem: to compute the equivariant fundamental class [POF ]GLr+1 ∈ A•GLr+1(P Symd V ∨).
In simple terms, beginning with a rank r+1 vector bundle V, the class [POF ] encodes the universal expressions
in the chern classes c1, ..., cr+1 appearing in the fundamental class of the relative orbit closure cycle POF ⊂
P Symd V∨. This larger equivariant setting encapsulates many more enumerative problems. For instance, by
studying the particular case r = 2, d = 4 we will show: a general genus 3 curve appears 510720 times as a
2-plane slice of a fixed general quartic threefold.
Very few equivariant classes [POF ]GLr+1 are known. When d = 2, the class [POF ]GLr+1 is determined
by the rank of the quadric F = 0 and recovers the Porteous formula for symmetric maps [HT84]. The
authors’ work with H. Spink in [LPST18] establishes the equivariant class when F = 0 defines a hyperplane
arrangement. In this paper, we study the frontier case r = 2 of plane curves. As in [LPST18], our strategy
is to degenerate [POF ] into a union of other orbits [POFi ] whose classes we can compute directly. To do this,
we initiate a detailed study of how orbits of plane curves behave under particular specializations.
In the remainder of the introduction we summarize our results on degenerations of plane curve orbits.
The particular case of quartic plane curves is especially beautiful – we deduce interesting relations among
different orbit closures [POF ] for F ranging over several types of quartic plane curves possessing special
geometric properties. Since the computation of equivariant orbit classes does not have a strong presence in
the literature, in the appendix we have included the cases of points on a line and cubic plane curves. The
case of points on a line is done in two independent ways: one by specializing the results in [LPST18] and
the other by applying the Atiyah-Bott formula to the resolution of the orbit given in [AF91].
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1.1 Summary of Degenerations
When degenerating orbit closures, it is often convenient to work with not the cycle of the orbit closure, but
rather that cycle weighted by the number of linear automorphisms of the curve. In what follows, we will
describe how these weighted orbit closures specialize.
If a Ct is a family smooth curves specializing at t = 0 to a curve with nodes and cusps, this induces a
specialization of (weighted) orbit closures. We obtain a description of which other orbits appear in the flat
limit (see Theorem 6.1). To illustrate this theorem, we will describe what happens in the special case where
the curve acquires a single node or a single cusp. The general case is simply a sum of the contributions for
each node or cusp.
1.1.1 Acquiring a node
If Ct acquires a single node in the limit C0, then as a limit of weighted orbits, one obtains the weighted orbit
PC0 along with one other weighted orbit, POCBN , which occurs with multiplicity 2.
The curve CBN is a nodal cubic union a (d− 3)-fold line tangent to a branch of the node.
1.1.2 Acquiring a cusp
If Ct acquires a single cusp in the limit C0, then as a limit of weighted orbits, one obtains the weighted orbit
of the cuspidal curve PC0 along with another weighted orbit, POCflex .
The curve Cflex is a smooth cubic union a (d − 3)-fold flex line. We can degenerate the weighted orbit of
Cflex further to get the weighted orbit of CBN with multiplicity 2 together with the weighted orbit of CAN ,
where CAN is a nodal cubic union a (d− 3)-fold flex line (at a smooth point).
1.1.3 Splitting off a line
Since the equivariant class of the orbit closure of a union of lines can be deduced using the results of [LPST18],
it is natural to try to specialize a degree d plane curve to a union of lines. For example, we show that if Ct
is a family of general curves and C0 is a general union of lines, then in addition to the orbit class of POC0 we
also get d times the weighted orbit class of a general irreducible plane curve with a multiplicity d− 1 point.
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More generally, it is also possible to specialize so that C0 is a union of a general degree e curve union a d− e
general lines (see Proposition 5.2)
1.1.4 Degeneration to the Double Conic
Next suppose Ct is a family of general plane quartics specializing to a double conic. The orbit of the double
conic has smaller dimension, so it will not appear as a component of the t → 0 limit of orbit closures. We
will show Theorem 8.5 that in this case, the weighted orbit of Ct specializes to 8 times the weighted orbit of
a rational quartic curve with an A6 singularity.
In addition, we can also let Ct be a family where the general member is a general curve with an An singularity
where 3 ≤ n ≤ 6 and find the limit is (7 − n) times the weighted orbit of a rational quartic curve with an
A6 singularity (see Theorem 8.7).
It is somewhat remarkable that the limit consists set-theoretically of the closure of the quartic plane curves
with an A6 singularity. This fact is related to the question of which planar quartics occurring in codimension
6 can yield a general hyperelliptic curve after semistable reduction. Furthermore, the multiplicity 8 we
obtain corresponds to the 8 Weierstrass points of a genus 3 hyperelliptic curve. Tails arising from semistable
reductions of singularities have been studied in [Pin74, Has00, Fed14].
1.2 Orbit classes of quartic curves
In the specific setting of quartic curves, we find that the orbit class of an arbitrary smooth quartic can be
deduced in a direct way from the orbit classes of special quartics with A6 and E6 singularities. We have
already explained the relation with curves having an A6 singularity above. By borrowing and adapting an
idea of Aluffi and Faber [AF91, Theorem IV(2)], we specialize the GL3-orbit closure of a general quartic
plane curve to the GL3-orbit of any particular smooth quartic plane curve (possibly having hyperflexes). In
the flat limit, the GL3-orbit closure of a rational quartic with an E6 singularity appears (with multiplicity
twice the number of hyperflexes of the limiting smooth quartic). In this way, we can express the orbit
closure class of an arbitrary smooth quartic in terms of orbit classes of strata of rational curves with an
A6 singularity or with an E6 singularity. From here, we conclude the analysis by invoking Kazarian’s work
[Kaz03a] on counting A6 and E6 singularities in families of curves.
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We can also compute the equivariant classes of orbit closure for many singular quartics using the degen-
erations in Section 1.1. In particular, the curves with a D6 singularity arise when specializing to a node as
in Section 1.1.1. We summarize the results in Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.1. We can compute the equivariant classes of orbit closures of quartic plane curves for: an
arbitrary smooth quartic, a general union of 4 lines, a general union of 2 lines and a conic, a general union
of a cubic and a line, an irreducible quartic with δ ordinary nodes and κ ordinary cusps without hyperflexes, a
general quartic with an An singularity for n ≤ 6, a nodal cubic union a line tangent to a branch at the node,
a nodal cubic union a flex line, a smooth cubic union a flex line, a rational curve with an E6 singularity.
The formulas are given in Figure 1.
For a plane curve C ⊂ P2 with an 8-dimensional PGL3 orbit, the expressions pC are defined to be the
GL3-equivariant classes [OC ]GL3 times the number of PGL3-automorphisms of C. We note that the classes
[POC ]GL3 are related to [OC ]GL3 by a simple substitution (see Proposition 2.4).
Remark 1.2. It is tempting to apply Kazarian’s work on multisingularities [Kaz03b] to the locus of curves
with an A5 and an A1 singularity to find pCAN in Figure 1. However, in addition to OCAN , there is another
component of the locus of quartics with an A5 and an A1 singularity, namely two conics meeting at two points
with multiplicities 3 and 1 respectively. Therefore, it was necessary to compute [OCAN ]GL3 independently
(see Section 7).
1.2.1 Sections of a Quartic Threefold
Starting with a smooth quartic threefold X ⊂ P4, one obtains a rational map
Φ : G(2, 4) 99KM3
sending a general 2-plane Λ ⊂ P4 to the moduli of the plane curve X ∩Λ. Our calculation of the equivariant
class of GL3-orbit closure of the general quartic plane curve gives
Corollary 1.3. If X is general, the map Φ has degree 510720.
We note that the same computation as the proof of Corollary 1.3 also computes the number of times we
see each curve in Theorem 1.1 with prescribed moduli (subject to transversality assumptions). This is given
in Figure 2.
Example 1.4. The number of tricuspidal curves arising as a section of a quartic threefold is 27520 by
applying Kazarian’s theory of multisingularities. More precisely, the number can in principle be deduced
from [Kaz03b, Section 8], but the formula for 2-planes in P4 meeting a degree d hypersurface in a curve with
three cusps can be found on Kazarian’s website. From Figure 2, we get 510720 − 3 · 2 · 57600 = 6 · 27520,
accounting for the 6 automorphisms of the tricuspidal quartic. This agrees with Kazarian’s formula. However,
for example, our Figure 2 also computes the number of 1-cuspidal and 2-cuspidal curves having prescribed
moduli, which is not covered by the theory of multisingularities.
Remark 1.5. The formula for the general orbit in Theorem 1.1 and the answer 510720 has also been
verified independently by the authors using the SAGE Chow ring package [SL15] to implement the resolution
used by Aluffi and Faber [AF93b] for smooth plane curves relatively. However, the computations were too
cumbersome to verify by hand.
Proof of Corollary 1.3. We find the degree of Φ directly by choosing a general quartic plane curve C ⊂ P2
and counting the number of two planes Λ such that X ∩ Λ is isomorphic to C.
Let G be a quartic homogenous form cutting out a general quartic threefold X ⊂ P4, and let pi : S →
G(2, 4) denote the rank 3 tautological subbundle over the Grassmannian. The form G defines a section of
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Quartic Plane Curve C pC(c1, c2, c3)
CA6 : (x
2 + yz)2 + 2yz3 = 0 3 · 112(9c31 + 12c1c2 − 11c3)(2c31 + c1c2 + c3)
CD6 : z(xyz + x
3 + z3) 3 · 64(18c61 + 33c41c2 + 12c21c22 − 85c31c3 − 11c1c2c3 − 7c23)
CE6 : y
3z + x4 + x2y2 = 0 2 · 48(2c31 + c1c2 + c3)(9c31 − 6c1c2 + 7c3)
CAN : Nodal cubic union flex line 2 · 192(18c61 + 33c41c2 + 12c21c22 + 19c31c3 − 7c1c2c3 − 35c23)
Cflex: smooth cubic union flex line pCAN + 2pD6
Q: Quadrilateral 24 ·16(18c61 +33c41c2 +12c21c22 +131c31c3 +153c1c2c3−147c23)
CD4 : a general curve with D4 singularity
1
4 (8pCA6 − pQ)
Two lines plus conic pQ + 2pCD4
A line plus a general cubic pQ + 3pCD4
Quartic with δ nodes and κ cusps and no
hyperflexes
8pCA6 − 2δpCD6 + κpCflex
A smooth quartic with n hyperflexes 8pCA6 − npCE6
General smooth quartic 8pCA6
Figure 1: Equivariant classes of orbits of quartic plane curves
Quartic Plane Curve C (# Aut(C) ·# planar sections of quartic threefold)
CA6 : (x
2 + yz)2 + 2yz3 = 0 3 · 21280
CD6 : z(xyz + x
3 + z3) 3 · 7040
CE6 : y
3z + x4 + x2y2 = 0 2 · 4800
CAN : Nodal cubic union flex line 2 · 36480
Cflex: smooth cubic union flex line 2 · 57600
Q: Quadrilateral 24 · 5600
CD4 : a general curve with D4 singularity 94080
Two lines plus conic 322560
A line plus a general cubic 416640
Quartic with δ nodes and κ cusps and no
hyperflexes
510720− 2δ(3 · 7040) + κ(2 · 57600)
A smooth quartic with n hyperflexes 510720− n(2 · 4800)
General smooth quartic 510720
Figure 2: Number of times we see a particular curve as a planar section of a quartic threefold with specified
moduli.
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OP(S)(4) on P(S), which in turn induces a section s : G(2, 4) → Sym4(S∨). Let (OC)S ⊂ Sym4(S∨) be the
relative orbit as in Definition 2.1. Since C and G are general, the section s will intersect (OC)S only at
points corresponding to smooth curves by a dimension count. Therefore, s and (OC)S are smooth at the the
scheme s∩(OC)S , and deg(Φ) =
∫
G(2,4) s
∗[(OC)S ]. Expanding the formula for pC = [(OC)S ] in Theorem 1.1,
we get
48384c1(S)
6 + 88704c1(S)4c2(S) + 32256c1(S)2c2(S)2 − 34944c1(S)3c3(S)
+2688c1(S)c2(S)c3(S)− 29568c3(S)2.
By evaluating on the Grassmannian, we conclude:
deg Φ = 48384 · 5 + 88704 · 3 + 32256 · 2− 34944 + 2688− 29568 = 510720.
1.3 Related Work
This paper was heavily influenced and inspired by Aluffi and Faber’s computation of degrees of orbit closures
of plane curves of arbitrary degree. Zinger also computed the degree of the orbit closure of a general quartic
as a special case of interpolating genus 3 plane curves with a fixed complex structure [Zin05].
1.3.1 Planar sections of a hypersurface of fixed moduli
Counting linear sections of a hypersurface with fixed moduli has been considered in the case of line sections
of a quintic curve [CL08] and generalized to line sections of hypersurfaces of degree 2r + 1 hypersurfaces in
Pr [LPST18] by extending the computation of orbits of points on a line [AF93a] to the equivariant setting.
1.3.2 Counting curves with prescribed singularities
In addition to Kazarian’s work [Kaz03a], there have been independent efforts to count plane curve singu-
larities at one point, including [BM16, Ker06, Rus03].1 For us, Kazarian’s work has the advantage that
it can be directly applied to counting curve singularities in a family of surfaces. In fact, Kazarian’s work
applies to hypersurface singularities as well. We will not make essential use of Kazarian’s generalization to
multisingularities [Kaz03b].
1.4 Assumptions on the characteristic of the base field
For our work on degenerations on orbits of plane curves, we will work over an algebraically closed field of
arbitrary characteristic. For computations of equivariant classes, we work over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic at least 7, because of our use of Kazarian’s work on enumerating singularities. Kazarian works
over the complex numbers, but it is possible to use equivariant intersection theory to show the existance of
a universal formula algebraically. Then, the computation of his formulas using test classes [Kaz03a, Section
2.5] can also be carried out algebraically. Also, one can give a transversality argument to show a general
fiber of Φ in Corollary 1.3 is reduced in positive characteristic.
1.5 Acknowledgements
We would like to thank Paolo Aluffi and Joe Harris for helpful conversations.
1For the reader’s convenience, we note that numerical errors in [Ker06] have been fixed in an updated arXiv version. Also,
there are errors in the formulas for counting A6 and A7 singularities in [Rus03].
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2 Definitions and Conventions
In this section, we define equivariant generalizations of predegrees of orbits of hypersurfaces as studied by
Aluffi, Faber, and Tzigantchev [Tzi08, AF93a, AF93b, AF00b]. We will only deal with the case of points
on a line, and plane cubics and quartics, but we give the general definition for clarity and to emphasize the
potential for future work.
As a rule, the projectivization of a vector bundle parametrizes 1-dimensional subspaces, not quotients.
2.1 GLr+1-equivariant Chow classes
In this subsection, we will define the GL(V )-equivariant Chow class [Z]GLr+1 of GL(V )-invariant subvariety
Z of Symd V ∨ and similarly for P(Symd V ∨). Our definitions are a special case of the definitions of equivariant
intersection theory [EG98a, And12], but we hope our setup will be self-contained and understandable without
the general theory.
Definition 2.1. Let V be an r + 1-dimensional vector space and Z ⊂ Symd V ∨ be a GL(V )-invariant
subvariety. Given a variety B and a rank r + 1 vector bundle V on B, define the subvariety ZV of the rank(
d+r
r
)
vector bundle Symd V∨ → B, to be the locus which restricts in every fiber to Z after choosing a basis.
Although ZV depends on B and V, its class in A•(B) ∼= A•(Symd V∨) is a universal expression in chern
classes of V. By choosing B = G(r,N) for N  0 and V to be the tautological subbundle, the construction
of equivariant intersection theory [EG98a] shows there is a single formula that works for all such choices of
B and V. Therefore, throughout this paper we will fix a base variety B and rank r + 1 vector bundle V on
B.
Definition 2.2. Given Z as in Definition 2.1, let [Z]GLr+1 be the polynomial in c1, . . . , cr+1 such that the
class of ZV is [Z]GLr+1 with the chern classes of V substituted for c1, . . . , cr+1. Equivalently, [Z]GLr+1 is the
GL(V )-equivariant class of Z in A•GLr+1(Sym
d V ∨) ∼= Z[c1, . . . , cr+1].
Similarly to Definition 2.2, we can define an equivariant Chow class for a GLr+1-invariant subvariety
of P(Symd V ∨). Following Definition 2.1, let PZ ⊂ P(Symd V ∨) be the projectivization of Z and PZV ⊂
P(Symd V∨) be the projectivization of ZV . Then, as before, there is a single formula in the chern classes of
V and OP(Symd V∨)(1) that gives the class of [PZV ] ∈ A•(P(Symd V∨)) for every choice of V → B.
Definition 2.3. Given Z as in Definition 2.1, let [PZ]GLr+1 be the polynomial in c1, . . . , cr+1 and H such
that the class of PZV is [Z]GLr+1 with the chern classes of V substituted for c1, . . . , cr+1 and OP(Symd V∨)(1)
substituted for H. Equivalently, [Z]GLr+1 is the GL(V )-equivariant class of Z in
A•GLr+1(P(Sym
d V ∨)) ∼= Z[c1, . . . , cr+1][H]/(Hr+1 + c1Hr + · · ·+ cr+1).
It seems like [PZ]GLr+1 contains more information than [Z]GLr+1 , but they are actually related by a simple
substitution. Let u1, . . . , ur+1 denote the formal chern roots of the vector bundle V. More precisely, using
the inclusion Z[c1, . . . , cr+1] ↪→ Z[u1, . . . , ur+1] where ci maps to the ith elementary symmetric function, we
can view [Z]GLr+1 as a symmetric polynomial in u1, . . . , ur+1 and similarly [PZ]GLr+1 as a polynomial in
u1, . . . , ur+1 and H symmetric in the ui’s.
Proposition 2.4 ([FNR05, Theorem 6.1]). We have:
[Z]GLr+1(u1, . . . , ur+1) = [PZ]GLr+1(u1, . . . , ur+1, 0)
[PZ]GLr+1(u1, . . . , ur+1, H) = [Z]GLr+1(u1 −
H
d
, . . . , ur+1 − H
d
).
When r = 1 and 2, we will use (u, v) for (u1, u2) and (u, v, w) for (u1, u2, u3), respectively.
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2.2 Weighting orbits by automorphism groups
Definition 2.5. Given X ⊂ P(V ) a degree d hypersurface, let OX ⊂ Symd V ∨ be the GL(V )-orbit closure
of any defining equation F = 0 of X.
Definition 2.6. Let F ∈ Symd V ∨ be a degree d homogenous form cutting out X ⊂ P(V ). Then, define
pX :=
{
# Aut(X)[OX ]GLr+1 if # Aut(X) <∞
0 if # Aut(X) =∞.
PX :=
{
# Aut(X)[POX ]GLr+1 if # Aut(X) <∞
0 if # Aut(X) =∞.
We include the factor of # Aut(X) because it naturally arises when specializing orbits. The polynomials
PX are an equivariant generalization of predegrees as defined by Aluffi and Faber [AF93b, Definition].
Definition 2.7. The predegree of a hypersurface X having full dimensional orbit is # Aut(X) times the
degree of its orbit in the projective space P(
d+r
r )−1. If the orbit of X is not full dimensional then we define
its predegree to be zero.
Remark 2.8. The predegree of a hypersurface X is the coefficient of H(
d+r
r )−(r+1)2 in PX . Thus, the
equivariant classes contain much more enumerative data than the predegree. However, we will often critically
use the knowledge of the pre-degree in equivariant arguments.
2.3 Notation for GLr+1-equivariant degeneration
Our equivalences between GLr+1-equivariant classes will be given by degeneration, so we will introduce
notation to reflect this. Next we let R be a DVR with uniformizer t, and let ∆ = Spec(R). Let 0 and η
denote the special and generic point of ∆, respectively. We will often denote by Ft a family of hypersurfaces
parametrized by ∆.
Notation 2.9. Let Zt be a flat family of GL(V )-invariant subvarieties of Sym
d V ∨. If the generic fiber Zη
specializes in the flat limit to a union of GL(V )-invariant subvarieties (with multiplicities) Z0 =
∑
imiZ
i
0,
then we write
Zη  
∑
i
miZ
i
0.
Remark 2.10. We do not expect it to be true that the flat limit of orbit closures is a union of orbit closures.
Notation 2.11. Consider the abelian group generated Z-linearly by eZ where Z varies over all GL(V )-
invariant subvarieties of Symd V ∨ and with relations generated by all eZη −
∑
imieZi0 for all Zη  
∑
imiZ
i
0.
Then, we define
∑
imiZi ∼
∑
j njZ
′
j if
∑
imieZi =
∑
j njeZ′j in the abelian group.
Note that ∑
i
miZi ∼
∑
j
njZ
′
j ⇒
∑
i
mi[Zi]GLr+1 =
∑
j
nj [Z
′
j ]GLr+1∑
i
mi[PZi]GLr+1 =
∑
j
nj [PZ ′j ]GLr+1 .
3 Known classes of orbits of special quartics
In this section, we record Kazarian’s formulas for counting curves with A6, D6 and E6 singularities. It is
known that in the space of quartic curves, the set of curves with such singularities form three respective
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8-dimensional orbits (Proposition 3.2). Kazarian’s formulas then directly yield the equivariant orbit classes
of these three orbits (Corollary 3.4). We also record the computation for the equivariant class of unions of
four lines.
We make essential use of a calculation of Kazarian [Kaz03a, Theorem 1]:
Proposition 3.1. Let S → B be a smooth morphism of varieties whose fibers are smooth surfaces. Let L be
a line bundle on S and σ be a section of L cutting out a family of curves C ⊂ S. The virtual classes [ZA6 ]
(respectively [ZD6 ] and [ZE6 ]) supported on points p ∈ S where the fiber of C → B has an A6 (respectively
D6 and E6) singularity at p is given by:
[ZA6 ] = u(−c1 + u)(c2 − c1u+ u2)(720c41 − 1248c21c2 + 156c22 − 1500c31u
+ 1514c1c2u+ 1236c
2
1u
2 − 485c2u2 − 487c1u3 + 79u4)
[ZD6 ] = 2u(−c1 + u)(4c2 − 2c1u+ u2)(c2 − c1u+ u2)(12c21 − 6c2 − 13c1u+ 4u2)
[ZE6 ] = 3u(−c1 + u)(2c21 + c2 − 3c1u+ u2)(4c2 − 2c1u+ u2)(c2 − c1u+ u2)
where ci := ci(TS/B) and u = c1(L).
Proposition 3.2. The set of irreducible quartic plane curves with an A6 (respectively D6 and E6) singularity
forms a single 8-dimensional orbit.
Proof. The case of D6 singularities is clear, since one of the branches of the singularity must be a line. Hence
such a curve must be the union of a nodal cubic with a tangent branch line, constituting a single orbit.
The fact that irreducible plane quartics with an A6 or E6 singularity form an irreducible subvariety of
codimension 6 in the projective space P14 of all quartics follows from their classification, for example [NS11,
Section 3.4].
That an orbit of a general curve with such a singularity is 8-dimensional can be checked by the formulas
for their pre-degrees as found in [AF00b, Examples 5.2 and 5.4], which gives a nonzero result. This proves
the proposition.
Definition 3.3. Let CA6 and CE6 denote rational quartic curves with an A6 and E6 singularity respectively,
whose PGL3-orbits are 8-dimensional. By Proposition 3.2, this definition is well-defined up to projective
equivalence.
There are explicit equations for CA6 and CE6 (see for example [NS11, Section 3.4]):
CA6 : {(x2 + yz)2 + 2yz3 = 0} CD6 : {Z(ZXY +X3 + Z3) = 0} CE6 : {y3z + x4 + x2y2 = 0}.
Corollary 3.4. We have
pCA6 = 3 · 112(9c31 + 12c1c2 − 11c3)(2c31 + c1c2 + c3)
pCD6 = 3 · 64(18c61 + 33c41c2 + 12c21c22 − 85c31c3 − 11c1c2c3 − 7c23)
pCE6 = 2 · 48(2c31 + c1c2 + c3)(9c31 − 6c1c2 + 7c3),
where # Aut(CA6) = # Aut(CD6) = 3 and # Aut(CE6) = 2.
We will also verify the result for pCD6 independently in Section 7.
Proof. We apply Proposition 3.1 to the case where B = G(2, N) for N >> 0 and S = P(V) where V is the
tautological subbundle. Let T be the relative tangent bundle of P(V) → B. By the splitting principle and
the relative Euler exact sequence for projective bundles, we get:
c1(T ) = c1(V) + 3c1(OP(V)(1))
c2(T ) = c2(V) + 2c1(V)c1(OP(V)(1)) + 3c1(OP(V)(1))2.
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Now, we let u = 4c1(OP(V)(1)) in the formulas for [ZA6 ], [ZD6 ] and [ZE6 ] Proposition 3.1 and apply push-
forward along the projection P(V)→ B. This yields
[ZA6 ] = 112(9c1(V)3 + 12c1(V)c2(V)− 11c3(V))(2c1(V)3 + c1(V)c2(V) + c3(V))
[ZD6 ] = 64(18c1(V)6 + 33c1(V)4c2(V) + 12c1(V)2c2(V)2 − 85c1(V)3c3(V)− 11c1(V)c2(V)c3(V)− 7c3(V)2)
[ZE6 ] = 48(2c1(V)3 + c1(V)c2(V) + c3(V))(9c1(V)3 − 6c1(V)c2(V) + 7c3(V)).
The statement on the automorphisms of CA6 and CE6 come from the equations. Alternatively, one could
compare the predegrees of CA6 and CE6 with the projective versions of [ZA6 ] and [ZE6 ] using [AF00b,
Examples 5.2 and 5.4] and Proposition 2.4.
In order to calculate the orbit class of a general quartic with a triple point, we will need to know pC in
the case where C is the union of four lines, with no three concurrent.
Proposition 3.5. Let C be the union of four lines, no three concurrent. Then,
pC = 24 · 16(18c61 + 33c41c2 + 12c21c22 + 131c31c3 + 153c1c2c3 − 147c23).
Here, # Aut(C) = 24.
Proof. We will closely follow [FNR06, Theorem 3.1]. Consider the map φ : P(V∨)4 → P(Sym4 V∨), which
restricts to the multiplication map (P2)4 → P14 on each fiber. Then, φ maps 4! to 1 onto POC so [POC ] =
1
24φ∗(1).
Let H = OP(Sym4 V∨)(1) and
α = H14 + c1(Sym
4 V∨)H13 + · · ·+ c14(Sym4 V∨).
Using the fact that αH + c15(Sym
4 V∨) = 0, we get that the integral∫
P(Sym4 V∨)→S
αβ
is equal to the constant term (with respect to H) of β. By this, we mean that any class β ∈ A•(P(Sym4 V∨)
can be written as a polynomial in H and pullbacks of classes of A• and integrating against α extracts the
constant term.
To finish, we let α = 124φ∗(1) and apply the projection formula to reduce our problem to the evaluation
of
1
24
∫
P(V∨)4→S
φ∗(α).
This equals the answer claimed in the proposition, after multiplying by 24.
4 Families of orbits
The purpose of this section is to gather the basic degeneration tools we will use repeatedly throughout the
paper.
Given a degree d plane curve with an 8-dimensional orbit, we can consider the orbit map
PGL3 P(
d+2
2 )−1
P8
φ
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inducing a rational map P8 99K P(
d+2
2 )−1. Resolving this map and pushing forward the fundamental class
yields # Aut(C) times the class of the orbit closure of C, which is the definition of the predegree (see
Definition 2.7).
Suppose we have a family γ : ∆ → P(d+22 )−1 of plane curves parameterized by a smooth (affine) curve
or DVR ∆. Pulling back the universal curve yields C → ∆. Let Ct be a general fiber of Ct and C0 be the
special fiber over 0 ∈ ∆. In all our applications, ∆ is an open subset of A1. Then, by taking the orbit map
fiberwise, we get
PGL3 ×∆ P(
d+2
2 )−1
P8 ×∆
Φ
Resolving Φ : P8×∆ 99K P(d+22 )−1 yields a degeneration of the orbit closure of Ct (with multiplicity # Aut(C))
to a union of 8-dimensional cycles. Our goal will be to identify those cycles in the limit. To do so, we will
frequently apply Principles 4.1 and 4.2 below.
Let ∆× = ∆\{0}.
Principle 4.1. Let µ : PGL3×P(
d+2
2 )−1 → P(d+22 )−1 be the action of PGL3 on P(
d+2
2 )−1 by pullback. Suppose
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have found maps γi : ∆× → PGL3 such that
1. The unique extension µ(γi, γ) : ∆→ P(
d+2
2 )−1 sends 0 to a plane curve Ci which has an 8-dimensional
orbit closure.
2. The images of γi(0) ∈ P8 are pairwise distinct.
Then, the equivariant class pCt −
∑n
i=1 pCi can be represented by a nonnegative sum of equivariant classes
of effective cycles. Suppose in addition the predegrees of C1, . . . , Cn adds up to the predegree of Ct. Then,
OCt  
∑n
i=1OCi .
Proof. Given a rank 3 vector bundle V → B, the degeneration given by resolving Φ also relativizes to a degen-
eration of # Aut(Ct)[(OCt)V ] into a union of relative cycles in Sym
d V∨ given an equality in A•(Symd V∨) ∼=
A•(B). Therefore, to prove Principle 4.1, we can and will assume B is a point.
For each curve γi, we can multiply by PGL3 to get a map
∆× PGL3 ∆× P8 P(
d+2
2 )−1
fi
Φ
where (fi)∗(1) is # Aut(Ci)[OCi ]. Let X ⊂ ∆ × P8 × P(
d+2
2 )−1 be the closure of the graph of Φ. We see
X → P(d+22 )−1 resolves Φ. Each γi corresponds to an 8-dimensional component Yi of the special fiber X0 of
X → ∆ over 0 ∈ ∆. Each Yi pushes forward to a positive multiple of # Aut(Ci)[OCi ] in P(
d+2
2 )−1.
Each Yi lies over precisely the orbit closure of PGL3 · γi(0) in P8 under the map X0 → P8 given by
restricting the resolution X → ∆ × P8 over 0 ∈ ∆. Since the assumption on the images of γi(0) are
equivalent to the orbits PGL3 ·γi(0) being distinct as we vary over 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the Yi’s correspond to distinct
components of X0.
Therefore, we find the difference
# Aut(Ct)[OCt ]−
n∑
i=1
# Aut(Ci)[OCi ]
is a nonnegative combination of 8-dimensional cycles. If we assume the equality of predegrees, the degrees
of those 8-dimensional cycles sum to zero. This means the difference is identically zero.
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For many of our applications, Principle 4.1 will suffice. But in Section 6.1, we will have two different
maps γ1, γ2 whose images γi(0) are the same, but will both still contribute to pCt . We will show this by
first blowing up ∆× P8. The proof method is the same as Principle 4.1, but with ∆× P8 replaced by X for
X → ∆× P8 a PGL3-equivariant birational map, so we omit it.
Principle 4.2. Let X → ∆× P8 be a PGL3-equivariant birational map. Suppose we have found γ1, . . . , γn
maps γi : ∆
× → PGL3 such that
1. The unique extension µ(γi, γ) : ∆ → P(
d+2
2 )−1 sends 0 to the curve Ci with an 8-dimensional orbit
closure.
2. The unique extensions γi : ∆→ X have the property that the points γi(0) ∈ X are in different PGL3-
orbits of X.
Then, the equivariant class pCt −
∑n
i=1 pCi can be represented by a nonnegative sum of effective cycles.
Suppose in addition the predegrees of C1, . . . , Cn adds up to the predegree of Ct. Then, pCt =
∑n
i=1 pCi .
5 Splitting off a line as a component
In this section, we analyze how the orbit changes as a degree d smooth curve degenerates to a general degree
e smooth curve together with d− e general lines.
Lemma 5.1. Let F (X,Y, Z) and G(X,Y, Z) cut out plane curves of degrees d − 1 and d respectively. If
{F = 0} or {G = 0} does not contain {X = 0}, then
lim
t→0
t−1((tX)F (tX, Y, Z) + tG(tX, Y, Z)) = XF (0, Y, Z) +G(0, Y, Z)
Proof. Clearly the coefficient of each monomial of t−1((tX)F (tX, Y, Z) + tG(tX, Y, Z)) = XF (tX, Y, Z) +
G(tX, Y, Z) is divisible by t if and only if the monomial is divisible by X. Since {F = 0} or {G = 0} does
not contain {X = 0}, there is at least one such monomial not divisible by X and the limit is achieved by
setting X to be zero in F (X,Y, Z) and G(X,Y, Z).
Proposition 5.2. Let d ≥ 4 and let C,Cd−1, D be a general curve of degree d, a general degree d curve with
a point of multiplicity d− 1, and a general degree e curve union d− e lines respectively. Then,
OC  (d− e)OCd−1 + # Aut(OD)OD.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.1 and Principle 4.1 provided we can show the equality of predegrees.
To show the equality on predegrees, it suffices to consider the case e = 0, where we want to see that the
predegree of a general degree d curve is d times the predegree of a general degree d curve with a point of
multiplicity d − 1 plus the predegree of the union of d general lines. The result follows from plugging into
the formulas in [AF00b, Examples 3.1, 4.2] and [AF93b].
6 Degeneration to nodes and cusps
In this section, we establish the effect of acquiring a node or cusp (with analytic equation y2 = x3) on the
polynomial pC for arbitrary plane curves d. In what follows, a node singularity p of a plane curve C is called
ordinary if both tangent lines intersect C with multiplicity 3 at p. A similar definition for cusp singularities
is not necessary as no line meets the cusp with multiplicity ≥ 4. Throughout, let ∆ be Spec(R) where R is
a DVR with uniformizer t, valuation v and residue field C.
Our objective in this section is to prove:
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Theorem 6.1. Let C → ∆ be a family of degree d plane curves whose generic fiber Cν is a smooth curve
with no hyperflexes and whose special fiber C0 has exactly δ ordinary nodes and κ cusps. If the total space
C is smooth and C0 has no hyperflexes then:
# Aut(Cν)OCν ∼ # Aut(C0)OC0 + 2δ(3OCBN ) + κ(2OCflex)⇒ pCν = pC0 + 2δ · pCBN + κ · pCflex (1)
where CBN is curve defined by Z
d−3(XY Z +X3 + Z3) and Cflex is the curve defined by Zd−3(Y 2Z −X3 −
aXZ2 − bZ3), where a, b ∈ K are general.
In words, CBN is a nodal cubic union a multiplicity d− 3 line tangent to one of the branches at the node
and Cflex is a general smooth cubic union a flex line with multiplicity d − 3. In Theorem 6.1, we note that
Cflex still has moduli because we can vary the j-invariant. A study of how Cflex degenerates as we send the
j-invariant to ∞ yields the following
Proposition 6.2. Let CAN is a nodal cubic union a multiplicity d− 3 flex line. We have OCflex  OCAN +
3OCBN . In particular, pCflex = pCAN + 2pCBN .
6.1 Degeneration to a node
Lemma 6.3. Let F (X,Y, Z) be a homogenous degree d polynomial with coefficients in R cutting out C ⊂
∆× P2 such that the special fiber C0 has an ordinary node at [0 : 0 : 1] and branches tangent to X = 0 and
Y = 0 and C is smooth at the node. Then,
lim
t→0
t−1(F (t
1
3X, t
2
3Y,Z))
is projectively equivalent to Zd−3(ZXY + X3 + Z3), where t
1
3 is a third root of t in R after an order three
base change. In particular, the limit plane curve is a nodal cubic with a multiple line tangent to a branch of
the node. Similarly,
lim
t→0
t−1(F (t
2
3X, t
1
3Y,Z))
is projectively equivalent to Zd−3(ZXY + Y 3 + Z3).
Proof. From our setup, the coefficient aij of each monomial X
iY jZd−i−j of F (X,Y, Z) is an element of R.
By the assumption on the tangents to the branches to the special fiber at [0 : 0 : 1],
v(a0,0), v(a1,0), v(a0,1), v(a2,0), v(a0,2) ≥ 1.
Since the node singularity is assumed to be simple, v(a3,0) = v(a0,3) = 0. Since C is smooth at the node
v(a0,0) = 1. Now, a direct check shows
2
3 i+
1
3j−1 + v(ai,j) is zero if (i, j) ∈ {(3, 0), (1, 1), (0, 0)} and strictly
positive otherwise. The proof of the second half is similar.
Remark 6.4. In the case d = 4, the orbit closure of a nodal cubic union a line tangent contains all curves
possessing a D6 singularity.
Definition 6.5. Let CBN be the curve defined by Z
d−3(ZXY +X3 + Z3).
Definition 6.5 depends on d, but it will be clear what d is from context.
6.2 The degree of the orbit of CBN
In light of Proposition 6.16, we will now compute the degree of the orbit closure of CBN . In principle,
this can be deduced by applying the algorithm of Aluffi and Faber in [AF00b]. We provide an independent
calculation in this section.
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Proposition 6.6. Let d ≥ 4. As a function of the degree d, the degree of the orbit of CBN is the quadratic
polyonomial 24+144·(d−3)+140·(d−3)2. The predegree of the orbit of CBN is 3(24+144·(d−3)+140·(d−3)2).
We will prove Proposition 6.6 in pieces below. Given the calculation of the degree of the orbit, the
assertion on the predegree follows from the fact that the curve CBN has order 3 automorphism group.
Lemma 6.7. Let d ≥ 4. As a function of the degree d, the degree of the orbit of CBN is a quadratic
polyonomial a+ b · (d− 3) + c · (d− 3)2 with a, b, c ≥ 0.
Explicitly a, b, c are the answers to the following enumerative problems:
a = 2#{singular cubics through 8 points} = 24
b =
(
8
1
)
#{nodal cubics through 7 points with a nodal branch line containing a fixed 8th point}
c =
(
8
2
)
#{nodal cubics through 6 points with specified nodal branch line}
Proof. Let V denote the 8 dimensional smooth variety parametrizing triples (C,L, p) where C is a cubic
curve singular at the point p ∈ P2 and L is a line containing p whose intersection multiplicity with C is
greater than 2.
The variety V possesses a natural map to the projective space P9 of cubic curves in P2 by forgetting L
and p – let H denote the divisor class on V induced by the O(1) on P9. Similarly, let h denote the divisor
class induced by the forgetful map V 7→ P2∗ given by forgetting C and p.
Let ν : P9×P2∗ → P(d+22 )−1 denote the map which sends a pair (C,L) to the degree d curve C ∪ (d−3)L.
Then the composite map V → P9 × P2∗ → P(d+22 )−1 is induced by the divisor class H + (d− 3)h on V , and
the image of this map is precisely the orbit closure of the curve CBN . Therefore, the degree of the orbit
closure of CBN is given by the intersection number (H + (d− 3)h)8 on V .
Since h3 = 0 on V , this intersection number is equal to
H8 + 8(d− 3)H7h+
(
8
2
)
(d− 3)2H6h2.
The numbers a, b, c in the lemma are the monomials H8, H7h,H6h2. By treating Hihj as i general point
conditions on the cubic C and j general point conditions on the line L, we see that
H8 = 2#{singular cubics through 8 points},
where the coefficient of 2 arises because V → P9 is 2 to 1 onto its image. Furthermore,
H7h = #{nodal cubics through 7 points with a nodal branch line containing a fixed 8th point}
H6h2 = #{nodal cubics through 6 points with specified nodal branch line}.
This proves the lemma. The value of a comes from the fact that there are twelve nodal cubics in a pencil
[Wri08].
Lemma 6.8. The sum a+ b+ c in Lemma 6.7 is 308.
Proof. To compute a + b + c, we need to know the degree of the orbit of CD6 in the P14 of quartic plane
curves. To compute the degree, we apply Corollary 3.4 together with Proposition 2.4. Explicitly, we take
1
# Aut(CD6)
pCD6 = 64(18c
6
1 + 33c
4
1c2 + 12c
2
1c
2
2 − 85c31c3 − 11c1c2c3 − 7c23)
from Corollary 3.4, make the substitution c1 7→ u + v + w, c2 7→ uv + uw + vw, c3 7→ uvw followed by
u 7→ u− H4 , v 7→ v − H4 , w 7→ w − H4 , and extract the coefficient of H6.
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Lemma 6.9. The coefficient c in Lemma 6.7 is 5 · (82).
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 6.7 it suffices to demonstrate the following enumerative statement: Fix 6
general points p1, ...p6 in P2 and fix a general line L ⊂ P2. Then there are 5 singular cubics containing the
points pi singular at a point on L and meeting L with multiplicity ≥ 3 at the singular point.
For this, we recast the problem as the degree of the degeneracy locus of a map between two rank 4 vector
bundles e : A → B on the line L. The vector bundle A is simply the trivial vector bundle with fiber the
vector space of cubic curves containing the 6 points p1, ..., p6. We now describe the second vector bundle B,
used previously by the second author in [PV16, Section 5.2.2].
For each point p ∈ L, let Jp ⊂ OP2 denote the ideal defining the divisor 3p in L, and let m2p ⊂ OP2
denote the square of the maximal ideal. Let Wp ⊂ Zp denote the subschemes defined by Jp and Jp ∩ m2p
respectively. We define B′ to the the rank 3 jet bundle on L whose fiber at a point p is
B′|p = {degree 3 forms}/{degree 3 forms vanishing on Wp}
and we define B to be the rank 4 jet bundle on L whose fiber at a given point p is
B|p = {degree 3 forms}/{degree 3 forms vanishing on Zp}.
The quotient space Jp/
(Jp ∩m2p) can naturally be identified with the conormal space (IL/I2L) |p: In
local affine coordates (x, y), if L is the line x = 0 and p is the origin, then Jp = (x, y3),Jp∩m2p = (x2, xy, y3),
and Jp/Jp ∩m2p is generated by x¯, the local generator for
(IL/I2L) |p.
Putting these observations together, we obtain a short exact sequence of vector bundles:
0→ IL/I2L ⊗OL(3)→ B → B′ → 0. (2)
Therefore, the degree of B (as vector bundle on L) is equal to the degree of B′ plus the degree of the line
bundle IL/I2L ⊗OL(3). The latter clearly has degree 2. B′ is the standard second order jet bundle for the
line bundle OL(3), which has degree 3. Therefore, the degree of B is 5.
The map e : A → B is the natural evaluation map. Since A is trivial, the number of points where e is
degenerate is the degree of B, which is 5. The lemma follows.
Proof of Proposition 6.6. Since a = 24 and c = 5 · 28 = 140 from Lemma 6.9, b = 144 from Lemma 6.8.
6.3 Degeneration to a cusp
In what follows, a cusp singularity of a plane curve C is called ordinary if no line meets C with multiplicity
4 at p. Let ∆ be the spectrum of a DVR with uniformizer t and residue field C.
Lemma 6.10. Let F (X,Y, Z) be a homogenous degree d polynomial with coefficients in R cutting out C ⊂
∆×P2 such that the special fiber C0 has a cusp at [0 : 0 : 1] meeting the line {X = 0} to order 3 and suppose
C is smooth at the node. Then,
lim
t→0
t−1(F (t
1
3X, t
1
2Y,Z))
is the curve Zd−3(X3 + Y 2Z +Z3) up to rescaling the coordinates, where t
1
6 is a 6th root of t obtained after
performing an order 6 base change on ∆.
Proof. The proof is identical to Lemma 6.3. From our setup, the coefficient aij of each monomialX
iY jZd−i−j
of F (X,Y, Z) is an element of R. By the assumption on the tangents to the branches to the special fiber at
[0 : 0 : 1],
v(a0,0), v(a1,0), v(a0,1), v(a2,0), v(a1,1) ≥ 1.
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By the assumption that the cusp is an A2 singularity, v(a3,0) = 0. By the assumption C is smooth at [0 : 0 : 1]
in the central fiber, v(a0,0) = 1. One can check that −1+ i3 + j2 +v(ai,j) is zero for (i, j) ∈ {(3, 0), (0, 2), (0, 0)}
and strictly positive otherwise.
Definition 6.11. Let Cflex to be the curve which is the union of a general cubic with (d − 3) times one of
its flex lines. Let CAN denote the curve which is the union of a nodal cubic with (d − 3) times one of the
flex lines through a smooth point.
As in the previous section, we have dropped the dependence on d.
6.4 A degeneration of the orbit of Cflex
In this subsection, we will study how the orbit of Cflex degenerates as we vary the j-invariant to ∞.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Let W denote the smooth variety parametrizing triples (C,L, p) where C is a plane
cubic, p ∈ C is a point and L is a line containing p which meets C with multiplicity at least 3 at p. (W is
similar to the variety V from the proof of Lemma 6.7, however we allow C to be an arbitrary smooth cubic
curve. Therefore, V is a closed subvariety of W .)
The 9 dimensional variety W has a natural projection to the projective space P9 of cubic plane curves,
and also has a projection to the projective space P2∗ of lines in P2. We let H and h denote the divisor
classes on W corresponding to the respective pullbacks of O(1) under these projections. Just as in the proof
of Lemma 6.7, the divisor class H + (d− 3)h is the pullback of O(1) under the map
f : W → P(d+22 )−1
sending (C,L, p) to the curve C + (d− 3)L.
For each j ∈ P1, define the 8 dimensional subvariety Wj ⊂ W to be the closure of the locus of triples
(C,L, p) where C is a cubic with j-invariant j. Let W∞,AN ,W∞,BN ⊂W∞ be the two components of W∞,
where W∞,AN consists of triples (C,L, p) where C is singular at p and W∞,BN is the closure of the triples
(C,L, p) where C is smooth at p. By specializing j to ∞, we get
[Wj ] ' A[W∞,AN ] +B[W∞,BN ] + C[Z],
with A,B,C positive integers and j general. Here, Z consists of (C,L, p) where C is the union of a conic
and L and p is on L. Now, we intersect both sides of the equation with H8, where H is the hyperplane class
pulled back from the P9 of cubic plane curves.
Specifically, [Wj ]H
8 = 12 · 9 = 108, where 12 is the degree of the orbits closure of a cubic with a fixed
j-invariant and 9 is the number of flexes on such a cubic. Similarly, we can compute [W∞,AN ]H8 = 3·12 = 36
and [W∞,BN ]H8 = 2 · 12 = 24, where we have 3 smooth flexes of a nodal cubic and 2 branches at a node,
respectively. We know that the intersections are all multiplicity 1 by Bertini. Finally, H8 · [Z] = 0.
We conclude by noting that A = 1 and B = 3 are the only positive integer solutions to 108 = 36A +
24B.
6.5 The degree of the orbit of Cflex
Next, we compute the degree of the orbit closure of the curve Cflex in the projective space P(
d+2
2 )−1. Again,
although this can be computed in principle using the algorithm of Aluffi and Faber [AF00b], we have decided
to proceed independently.
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Lemma 6.12. As a function of d, the degree of the orbit closure of Cflex is a quadratic polynomial a + b ·
(d− 3) + c · (d− 3)2, where the coefficients a, b, c are the answers to the following enumerative problems:
a = 9 · 12#{Cubics through 9 points} = 108
b = 12 ·
(
8
1
)
#{Cubics through 8 points with flex line containing a fixed 9th point}
c = 12 ·
(
8
2
)
#{Cubics through 7 points flexed at a specified line}
Proof. We wil reuse the notation of W and Wj in Proposition 6.2. Our objective is to calculate the degree of
the image f(Wj), as this is precisely the orbit closure of Cflex. Thus, we must compute (H+ (d−3)h)8 · [Wj ]
in the Chow ring of W . Since h3 = 0, we get that the degree of the orbit closure of Cflex is:
H8 · [Wj ] + 8(d− 3)H7h · [Wj ] +
(
8
2
)
(d− 3)2H6h2 · [Wj ]. (3)
Next, we observe that the divisor Wj is linearly equivalent to 12 · H, since the degree of the divisorial
locus in P9 consisting of the closure of plane cubics with given generic j-invariant is 12. Therefore, the degree
of the orbit closure of Cflex is
12
(
H9 + 8(d− 3)H8h+
(
8
2
)
(d− 3)2H7h2
)
.
The lemma now follows by interpreting the three intersection numbers H9, H8h,H7h2 as the quantities
appearing in the descriptions of a, b and c in the statement of the lemma.
Lemma 6.13. There are 9 cubics passing through eight general points and having a flex line containing a
general fixed ninth point, i.e. H8h = 9.
Proof. Let Λ denote the Hesse pencil
s(X3 + Y 3 + Z3) + tXY Z = 0.
Recall that the 9 base points of the Hesse pencil consist of the 9 flexes of every smooth member of Λ. At
each base point p of the pencil, the flex lines of the cubic curves in the pencil at p in turn sweep out a pencil
of lines in P2. Therefore, a general point x in P2 is contained in exactly 9 flex lines of members of the Hesse
pencil, one per basepoint.
Thus, if we use the Hesse pencil Λ to represent the curve class H8 in W , then we get H8h = 9 as
claimed.
Lemma 6.14. There are 3 cubic curves passing through 7 general points and possessing a particular line as
flex line, i.e. H7h2 = 3.
Proof. Let L be a fixed line, and suppose p1, ..., p7 are general points. Then the net of cubic curves containing
the points pi restricts to a general net in the linear system |OL(3)|. A general such net maps L to a nodal
cubic in P2, which has exactly 3 flex points. These three flexes, in turn, correspond to the solutions to the
enumerative problem in the statement of the lemma.
Corollary 6.15. The degree of the orbit closure of Cflex is 12
(
9 + 72(d− 3) + 84(d− 3)2). The predegree
of Cflex is 24
(
9 + 72(d− 3) + 84(d− 3)2).
Proof. Combine Lemma 6.12, Lemma 6.13, Lemma 6.14. The second statement follows from the fact that the
curve Cflex has an order 2 automorphism group, since the generic elliptic curve has an order 2 automorphism
group.
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6.6 Proof of Theorem 6.1
We now have all ingredients for the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Proposition 6.16. Let C → ∆ be a family of degree d plane curves whose generic fiber Cν is a smooth
curve with no hyperflexes and whose special fiber C0 has δ ordinary nodes and κ cusps. If the total space C
is smooth at those nodes and cusps then the equivariant class
pCν − pC0 − 2δ · pCBN − κ · pCflex (4)
is a nonnegative sum of equivariant classes of effective cycles.
Proof. Let p1, . . . , pδ be the simple nodes and q1, . . . , qκ be the simple flexes of {F = 0}. For each pi, let
Bi ' P2 ⊂ P8 denote the linear space corresponding to matrices with image equal to pi. For each pi, we
have two 1-parameter families γi,1 and γi,2 given by Lemma 6.3. For each qi we have the 1-parameter family
γ′i from Lemma 6.10.
We apply Principle 4.2 to X being the blowup of ∆×P8 along the subvarieties ∆×Bi and the 1-parameter
families γi,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ δ and j ∈ {1, 2} and to the 1-parameter families γ′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ. The only thing
one needs to check is that γi,1 and γi,2 limit to points in different PGL3-orbits of X.
In coordinates, if pi = [0 : 0 : 1], then
Bi =

0 0 00 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗
 E =

∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0
 γi,1 =
t 0 00 t2 0
0 0 1
 γi,2 =
t2 0 00 t 0
0 0 1

where E is the exceptional divisor of the blowup of P8 along Bi. The central fiber of X → ∆ can be identified
with the blowup of P8 along Bi, and PGL3 action on E is given by column operations. The curves γi,1 and
γi,2 limit to (
1 0 0
0 0 0
)
and
(
0 0 0
0 1 0
)
respectively on E which are not in the same PGL3-orbit because they have different images.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. From Proposition 6.16, pCν − pC0 − 2δ · pCBN − κ · pCflex is effective. To see that this
class is in fact zero, we need the corresponding linear combination of the predegrees to be zero. By [AF00b,
Example 4.1 and Example 5.2] the contributions of a node and cusp to the predegree are respectively
24(35d2 − 174d+ 213) = 2 · 3(24 + 144(d− 3) + 140(d− 3)2)
72(28d2 − 144d+ 183) = 24(9 + 72(d− 3) + 84(d− 3)2)
which are precisely twice the predegree of pCBN and the predegree of pCflex respectively by Proposition 6.6
and Corollary 6.15.
7 Computation of [OCAN ] and [OCBN ]
In this section we provide a method for computing the equivariant classes of OCAN and OCBN and apply it
to the case d = 4. Recall that when d = 4, CBN is a nodal cubic union a line tangent to a branch of the
singularity and CAN is a nodal cubic union a flex line at a smooth point.
Proposition 7.1. When d = 4,
[OCBN ] = 64(18c
6
1 + 33c
4
1c2 + 12c
2
1c
2
2 − 85c31c3 − 11c1c2c3 − 7c23)
[OCAN ] = 192(18c
6
1 + 33c
4
1c2 + 12c
2
1c
2
2 + 19c
3
1c3 − 7c1c2c3 − 35c23).
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Proof. We will use the variety W parameterizing triples (C,L, p) given in the proof of Proposition 6.2 in
Section 6.4. We can regard W as an iterated projective bundle, by first forgetting C, then forgetting p, and
then forgetting L (to map to a point). Each of these projective bundles are given by the projectivization of
a vector bundle over their associated base spaces, and so the Chow ring of W is determined by the chern
classes of these vector bundles.
Furthermore, there is a generically finite map c : W → P9 mapping (C,L, p) to C. Applying Riemann-
Hurwitz to c yields the ramification divisor, which has two components:
1. W∞,BN consisting of (C,L, p) for which C is nodal at p and L meets C at p to multiplicity 3
2. Z consisting of (C,L, p) for which C is the union of a conic and L.
Using the classical fact that a branch line of a node is the limit of three flexes, W∞,BN appears with
multiplicity 2 in the ramification divisor of c. We will also be able to deduce that Z appears with multiplicity
1 in the ramification divisor from the formula.
Since we can compute the class Z in W , this computes W∞,BN . To get W∞,AN , we pull back the
discriminant locus ∆ ⊂ P9 under the map c and note that this pullback is 3 · W∞,BN + W∞,AN + 2Z.
Subtracting off the contributions of W∞,BN and Z yields W∞,AN .
Finally, we note that the whole construction above is compatible with the standard action of GL3 on
W ⊂ P2 × P2∨ × P9∨ so given a vector bundle V → B of rank 3, there is a relative version WV ⊂ P(V) ×
P(V∨)× P(Sym3 V∨). The argument above yield the classes of W∞,AN and W∞,BN in A•(WV). Let Hcurve,
Hpoint, Hline be the O(1) classes of P(Sym3 V∨), P(V) and P(V∨) respectively. To finish, one applies the same
integration trick as in the proof of Proposition 3.5 and given in [FNR06, Theorem 3.1], where we pullback a
particular class φ under the canonical map
WV → P(Sym4 V∨)
and integrate to B to get a formula in terms of the chern classes of V.
We now do the computation. By abuse of notation, we suppress all pullbacks. Let c1, c2, c3 be the chern
classes of V. To perform the computation, let S → P(V∨) be the universal subbundle. Its total chern class
is c(V)c(OP(V)(1)) . Next, over P(S) → P(V∨), we have a rank 7 vector bundle Vflex, which over each point of B
restricts to the cubic curves meeting l at p to order 3. More precisely, on P(S), we have an exact sequence
0→ Vflex → Sym3 V∨ → J3P(S)/P(V∨)(OS(3))→ 0,
where Sym3 V∨ in the sequence is pulled back from B since we suppressed pullbacks in our notation. Finally,
WV = P(Vflex).
Using the structure of WV as an iterated bundle over B, we compute the relative canonical of WV → B
is −7Hcurve +Hline +Hpoint + 7u+ 7v + 7w. Using the fact that Z is the projectived subbundle of P(Vflex)
given as the kernel of Sym3 V∨ → J4P(S)/P(V∨)(OS(3)), the class of Z is
3Hpoint + 3KP(S)/P(V∨) +Hcurve = Hcurve − 3Hpoint + 3Hline − 3c1.
Applying Riemann-Hurwitz, we find the ramification divisor is
KWV/P(V∨) −KP(Sym3 V∨) = 3Hcurve +Hline +Hpoint − 3c1
If we work nonequivariantly (set the ci = 0), we find that the Hcurve coefficient of Z and W∞,BN is 1, meaning
the multiplicity of Z in the ramification divisor must be 1. Solving for [W∞,BN ] yields Hcurve−Hline+2Hpoint.
The class of the relative discriminant divisor of P(Sym3 Vvee) is 12OP(Sym3 Vvee)(1)− 12c1. Pulling back
to WV and subtracting off 3W∞,BN and 2Z, we get
W∞,AN = 7Hcurve − 3Hline − 6c1.
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Now, according to the proof of Proposition 3.5 and [FNR06, Theorem 3.1], we want to pullback
φ := H14 + c1(Sym
4 V∨)H13 + · · ·+ c14(Sym4 V∨)
under WV → P(Sym4 V∨), multiply by W∞,AN and integrate to B using the projective bundle structure.
This computes [OCAN ]. Doing the same with W∞,BN gives [OCBN ].
Remark 7.2. The only place d = 4 was used in the the proof of Proposition 7.1 was the definition of class φ
and the pullback map A•(P(Sym4 V∨))→ A•(WV), meaning that we have an algorithm to get the formulas
for [OCAN ] and [OCBN ] for all d, but we have not tried to use the algorithm to find a closed expression.
8 Degenerations of Quartic Plane Curves
In this section, we record the degenerations that are are proven only for quartics, namely the degeneration to
a double conic and acquiring a hyperflex. We think the specialization to a hyperflex can be done in arbitrary
degree, but the algorithm in [AF00b] was too complicated for us to apply with confidence.
8.1 Degeneration to the double conic
In this section, we study how pC changes as a general smooth quartic C specializes to a double conic.
8.1.1 Preliminary lemmas
Lemma 8.1. Let Q be a smooth conic and p ∈ Q a point. Let p1 and p2 (respectively p1) be points of P2 so
that p1, p2 and p are not collinear (respectively not lying on the tangent line to Q at p). Then, there exists
a unique smooth conic Q′ meeting Q at p to order 3 (respectively 4) and containing p1 and p2 (respectively
p1).
Proof. Let Z be the curvilinear scheme of length 3 (respectively 4) in a neighborhood of p ∈ Q. By counting
conditions, we see that there is a conic Q′ containing Z, p1, . . . , p5−n. If n = 3, then Q′ cannot be a double
line since Z, p1, p2 are not set-theoretically contained in a line, and the conic cannot be the union of two
distinct lines since Z is not contained in a line. Therefore the conic is smooth.
If n = 4, then Q′ cannot be a double line since the underlying line must be tangent to Q at p, but that
line does not pass through p1 by assumption. We also cannot have Q
′ be the union of two distinct lines or
else Q′ can only meet Q at p to order 3. Therefore Q′ is smooth.
In both cases, Q′ is unique because the space of all such conics is a linear system and any nontrivial
linear system of conics contains singular conics.
Lemma 8.2. Let 3 ≤ n ≤ 7 and let C be a general quartic curve with an An singularity. Then, there is a
smooth conic meeting C at its singular point to order n+ 1 and meeting C transversely at 7−n other points.
Proof. We will do this case by case. Let p ∈ C be the singular point, For the case n = 3, the conic
needs to pass through p with a specified tangent direction and otherwise intersect C transversely. There
is 3-dimensional linear system of conics passing through p with a specified tangent direction. In that 3-
dimensional linear system, the conics that intersect C at 4 other distinct points form a nonempty open set,
as it contains the union of the unique line passing through p in the specified tangent direction with a line
intersecting C transversely. Since the space of smooth conics in that 3-dimensional linear system is also
nonempty, there exists a smooth conics passing through p in the specified tangent direction and C at four
other points.
For the case n = 4, we need to resort to equations. The space of conics meeting C at p to order 5 is
the same as the space of conics containing a specified length 3 curvilinear scheme Z, and we can assume
p = [0 : 0 : 1] and Z is given by the length 3 neighborhood of X2 + Y Z around p. We can specialize C while
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preserving p and Z, and it suffices to prove the result for the specialized curve. Consider the rational quartic
curve C0 given by
(X2 + Y Z)2 +X3Y = 0,
which has a rhamphoid cusp at [0 : 0 : 1] and an ordinary cusp at [0 : 1 : 0].
Consider the conic given by X2 + Y Z + aXY + bY 2 = 0. If we restrict C0 to the conic, then we get
(aXY + bY 2)2 + X3Y = (X3 + a2X2Y + 2abXY 2 + b2Y 3)Y . Therefore, the restriction of C0 to the conic
is also given by the union of 4 lines through p = [0 : 0 : 1]. The line given by Y = 0 is tangent to the conic
at the point, to it suffices to check the remaining three lines are distinct. This can be shown by noting that
the discriminant of the cubic polynomial X3 + a2X2Y + 2abXY 2 + b2Y 3 does not vanish identically (indeed
it is not even homogenous).
For the cases n = 5, 6, we use Lemma 8.1. In both cases, we have a curvilinear scheme Z of length n− 2
contained in a conic, and we want to find a smooth conic containing Z and passing through 7 − n distinct
other points of C. If n = 5, then it suffices to pick the remaining 2 points p1, p2 of C so that p, p1, and p2
do not all lie on a line. If n = 6, it suffices to pick the remaining point p to not be contained in the tangent
line to Z.
8.2 Sibling orbit with A6 singularity
Lemma 8.3. Let F (X,Y, Z) cut out a quartic plane curve and let Q(X,Y, Z) = X2 + Y Z. Suppose F and
Q meet transversely at [0 : 0 : 1]. Then,
lim
t→0
t−4(t3F (t2X, tY, Z) +Q(t2X, tY, Z))
is projectively equivalent to CA6 .
Proof. Note Q(t2X, tY, Z)2 = t4Q(X,Y, Z). Also, the only coefficients of t3F (t2X, tY, Z) whose vanishing
order with respect to t is at most 4 are the coefficients of Z4 and Z3X. Since F vanishes at p = [0 : 0 : 1]
by assumption, the coefficient of Z4 is zero.
The tangent line to {Q = 0} at p is given by Y = 0. Since {F = 0} is transverse to {Q = 0} at p, the
coefficient of Z3X is nonzero. Therefore,
lim
t→0
t3F (t2X, tY, Z) +Q(t2X, tY, Z)2 = (X2 + Y Z)2 + aZ3X
for a 6= 0, which is the unique, up to projective equivalence, rational curve with an A6 singularity with a full
dimensional orbit given in [AF00b, Example 5.4].
Corollary 8.4. For a general quartic plane curve C,
OC  8(3OCA6 )⇒ pC = 8pCA6 ,
where CA6 is a general quartic curve with an A6 singularity.
Proof. Let F (X,Y, Z) cut out C. Pick a conic intersecting C transversely in 8 points and let Q(X,Y, Z) cut
out the conic. Then, consider the family of curves over A1 given by
t3F (X,Y, Z) +Q(X,Y, Z)2.
Applying Lemma 8.3 gives 8 choices γi : A1 → PGL3, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 8, to use in Principle 4.1. To conclude,
we use either [AF00b, Example 5.4] or Corollary 3.4 to see the predegree of a general rational quartic CA6
with an A6 singularity is 1785, and 1785 · 8 = 14280, which is the predegree the orbit of a general quartic
curve [AF93b]. To finish, we note # Aut(CA6) = 3 by the equation in [AF00b, Example 5.4].
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Theorem 8.5. For a smooth quartic plane curve C with no hyperflexes,
# Aut(C)OC  8(3OCA6 )⇒ pC = 8pCA6 ,
where CA6 is a general quartic curve with an A6 singularity.
Proof. Let F cut out a general plane quartic D and G cut out C. Consider the family of curves given by
tF + G and apply Principle 4.1 in the special case where n = 1 and γi : A1\{0} → PGL3 is the identity.
Then, the fact that the predegree of C is the same as the the predegree of a general plane quartic D [AF93b]
means pC = pD. We conclude by Corollary 8.4.
Remark 8.6. We remark that our usage of the predegree computation of Aluffi and Faber [AF93b] can in
principle be replaced by the explicit description of the semistable reduction of an An singularity given in
[CML13].
Theorem 8.7. Let CAn be a general curve with an An singularity, where 3 ≤ n ≤ 6. Then,
# Aut(CAn)OCAn  (7− n)(3OCA6 )⇒ pCAn = (7− n)pCA6 .
Proof. By Lemma 8.2 we can find a smooth conic that meets CAn at its singular point to order n + 1 and
meets C transversely at 7−n other points p1, . . . , p7−n. Let F (X,Y, Z) cut out CAn and Q(X,Y, Z) cut out
the conic.
Consider the family of quartic curves given by
t3F (X,Y, Z) +Q(X,Y, Z)2.
Note in particular that for general fixed t, we get a curve with an An singularity. From Lemma 8.3 gives
7− n choices for γi : A1\{0} → PGL3 to use in Principle 4.1. Applying [AF00b, Example 5.4], we find the
predegree of CAn is (7− n) times the predegree of CA6 if n ≥ 3.
Remark 8.8. The argument in Theorem 8.7 still works for n = 1, 2, except the predegrees don’t add
up. This suggests there are more orbits to identify. For the cases n = 1, 2, we choose to instead use the
degeneration in Section 6.
8.3 Quartic acquiring hyperflexes
Aluffi and Faber already considered the case of a smooth plane curve with no hyperflexes degenerating to a
smooth curve with a hyperflex [AF91, Theorem IV(2)]. However, in order to run their argument, we need to
take a pencil of curves, where each member is tangent to the hyperflex of the special curves. Since a smooth
quartic can have up to twelve hyperflexes [KK77, Section 4], some adjustment has to be made. Instead of
using equations as in [AF91] and the rest of our degenerations, we use ideas of limit linear series.
Lemma 8.9. Let C ⊂ P2 be a rational quartic with an E6 singularity and two simples flexes. Then, C has
an 8-dimensional orbit, so in particular is projectively equivalent to CE6 .
Proof. We will show Aut(C) is finite by showing that only a finite subgroup of PGL3 preserves the flexes
and the tangent vector to the singularity. Let G be the component of Aut(C) containing the identity.
Without loss of generality, we can assume the E6 singularity is at [0 : 0 : 1] and the two flexes are at
[0 : 1 : 0] and [1 : 0 : 0]. The group G fixes these three points, so G is a subgroup of
a b
c
.
In addition, G fixes the tangent vector to the singularity. The line L tangent to the singularity meets the
curve to order 4 at [0 : 0 : 1], so it cannot intersect [0 : 1 : 0] or [1 : 0 : 0]. Since G must preserve L, a = b.
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Let L1 be the tangent to C at [0 : 1 : 0] and L2 be the tangent to C at [1 : 0 : 0]. By Bezout we know
neither line passes through [0 : 0 : 1]. We also cannot have L1 = L2 by Bezout’s theorem. Therefore, L1
does not pass through [0 : 1 : 0] or L2 does not pass through [1 : 0 : 0]. In the first case, we find a = c and
in the second case we find b = c.
Lemma 8.10. Let ∆ be a smooth (affine) curve, 0 ∈ ∆ be a closed point, and t be a uniformizer at 0. Let
C ⊂ P2 ×∆ be a family of smooth quartic curves where the general member Ct has general flex behavior and
C0 has a hyperflex at p ∈ C0.
Base changing and restricting ∆ to an open neighborhood of zero if necessary, there is a family of matrices
γ : ∆\{0} → PGL3 such that, in the P8 of matrices modulo scalars, limt→0 γ(t) has image exactly the point
p, and, in the P14 of quartics,
lim
t→0
Ct(γ(t) · (X,Y, Z))
is projectively equivalent to CE6 .
Proof. We will use ideas from limit linear series (see [EH86] for a reference), but it is not necessary to know
the theory to understand the argument.
After base change, we can assume we have two sections σ1, σ2 : ∆ → C, where σ1 and σ2 trace out two
flexes in the family limiting to the hyperflex p1 := p ∈ C0.
We blow up C0 at p1 in order to try to separate σ1 and σ2. Since C is smooth, the exceptional divisor is
a rational curve D1 attached to C0 at p1.
The family of curves C carries a line bundle L giving the map C → P2. Shrinking ∆ to an open
neighborhood around 0 if necessary, pick sections s0, s1, s2 of L such that, when restricted to C0, we have
s0, s1, s2 vanish to orders 4, 1, and 0 respectively.
Let pi1 : Blp1 C → C be the blowup map. Considered as meromorphic sections of the line bundle L(−4D1),
pi∗1s0, pi
∗
1s1, pi
∗
1s2 have poles of orders 0, 3, 4 respectively. Therefore, to make them regular sections, we have
to multiply them by t0, t3, and t4, respectively. Then, pi∗1s0, t
3pi∗1s1, t
4pi∗1s2 vanish to orders 0, 3 and 4
respectively on C0, so they also vanish to orders 0, 3, and 4 respectively at C0 ∩D1 when restricted to D1.
To summarize, pi∗1s0, t
3pi∗1s1, t
4pi∗1s2 are regular sections of pi
∗
1L(−4D1). When restricted to C0 the sections
correspond to a constant map C0 → P2. When restricted to D1, the sections map D1 ∼= P1 into P2 such
that the image is an irreducible quartic plane curve. It cannot map multiple to 1 onto its image because
t3pi∗1s1 vanishes to order 3 at p1, which is relatively prime to 4. Furthermore, p1 ∈ D1 maps to a unibranch
triple point singularity. No other point in D1 cannot map to the image of p1 since t
4pi∗1s2 already vanishes
to order 4 and p. Therefore the image of D1 in P2 is a rational quartic with an E6 singularity.
Consider the proper transforms σ˜1 and σ˜2 of σ1 and σ2. They cannot pass through C0 ∩D1 because σ1
and σ2 intersect C0 with multiplicity 1 at p. If σ˜1 and σ˜2 intersect D1 at two distinct points, then the image
of D1 in P2 also has two simple flexes. Applying Lemma 8.9 shows that this is projectively equivalent to CE6 ,
and so has an 8-dimensional orbit under PGL3. To find the family of matrices γ : ∆\{0} → PGL3, we note
that the construction above yields a family of matrices parameterized by ∆ that sends pi∗1s0, t
3pi∗1s1, t
4pi∗1s2
to pi∗1s0, t
−3pi∗1s1, t
−4pi∗1s2 respectively, which is equivalent to t
4pi∗1s0, tpi
∗
1s1, pi
∗
1s2in PGL3. This is our γ :
∆\{0} → PGL3. We see γ(0) is precisely the point p.
If σ˜1 and σ˜2 intersect D1 at the same point p2, then the image of D1 in P2 has a hyperflex and its orbit
under PGL3 is smaller than 8-dimensional. Let them intersect D1 at p2. Let pi2 be the blowup map at p2
and D2 be the exceptional divisor. Then, we pullback pi
∗
1L(−4D1) and pi∗1s0, t3pi∗1s1, t4pi∗1s2 under pi2.
As before, pick a basis s10, s
1
1, s
1
2 for the vector space spanned by pi
∗
1s0, t
3pi∗1s1, t
4pi∗1s2 such that s
1
0, s
1
1, s
1
2
vanish to orders 4, 1, and 0 at p2 when restricted to D1. Then, as above, we twist pi
∗
2pi
∗
1L(−4D1) down by
−D2 and replace s10, s11, s12 with s10, t3s11, t4s12. If the proper transforms of σ˜1 and σ˜2 intersect D2 at distinct
points, we are done by the same argument as above. The image of the family of matrices γ(t) will now be
the point p2, but p2 maps to the same point as p1 in P2.
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If the proper transforms of σ˜1 and σ˜2 intersect D2 at the same point, we let p3 ∈ D2 be the common
point of intersection, blow up at p3 and repeat.
In summary, we found a family of matrices γ : ∆\{0} → PGL3 that takes the original map C → P2
and creates a rational map C 99K P2 under pullback under family of linear maps P2 × ∆ 99K P2 given
by γ. Furthermore limt→0 γ(t) in the P8 of 3 × 3 matrices up to scalar has image precisely the point p.
To resolve C 99K P2 , we blow up the special fiber of C → ∆ repeatedly to get a chain of rational curve
Dm ∪Dm−1 ∪ · · · ∪D1 ∪C0 in the special fiber. Here, Di is attached to Di−1 and D1 is attached to C0 at p.
The resolved map collapses Dm−1 ∪ · · · ∪D1 ∪C0 to the same point as p and maps Dm onto a curve that is
projectively equivalent to CE6 .
Theorem 8.11. Let C be a smooth quartic plane curve with n hyperflexes. Then,
# Aut(C)OC ∼ 8(3OCA6 )− n(2OCE6 )⇒ pC = 8pCA6 − npCE6 .
Proof. We consider a family of smooth quartic curves, where the general member C ′ has no hyperflexes,
where C is the special fiber.
From applying Lemma 8.10 and Principle 4.1, we see that
p′C − pC − npCE6
represents a sum of effective cycles, so it suffices to check the predegree of C ′ is the predegree of C plus n
times the predegree of CE6 . The predegree of C is 294n less than the predegree of C
′ [AF93b, Section 3.6].
Also, the predegree of CE6 is 294 from [AF00b, bottom of page 36] or Corollary 3.4 (noting # Aut(CE6) = 2).
Finally, we use p′C = 8pCA6 from Theorem 8.5.
A Points on P1
In this section, we compute pX in the case X is a hypersurface in P1. We will let u, v be the chern roots
of c1 and c2. In the case X ⊂ P1 is supported on at most three points, these are strata of coincident root
loci, which were first computed in [FNR06] and generalized to PGL2-equivariant cohomology in [ST18].
Therefore, we only have to deal with the case where X is supported on at least four points, and we give two
separate proofs. Note that since Definition 2.1 involves taking the dual, our sign convention differs from the
usual in the case of points, and we will always be computing pX(−u,−v) instead of pX(u, v).
Theorem A.1. Let X ⊂ P1 be a subscheme of length d supported on points p1, . . . , pn with multiplicities
m1, . . . ,mn with n ≥ 3. Then,
pX(−u,−v) =
∏d
i=0 (iu+ (d− i)v)
(u− v)2
(
n− 2
duv
+
n∑
i=1
2mi − d
(miv + (d−mi)u)(miu+ (d−mi)v)
)
We give a proof of Theorem A.1 using the resolution given by Aluffi and Faber [AF93a] together with
the Atiyah-Bott formula [EG98b] in Appendix B. This proof is self-contained and direct. The second proof
we give is from the machinery developed in [LPST18] that apply to arbitrary hyperplane arrangements. A
computation is required to specialize the results from the case of ordered points on P1 to unordered points
on P1, we do this now.
Proof using [LPST18]. We use the same argument in [LPST18, Theorem 12.5], so we only describe the
computation, and refer the motivation and proof of correctness to [LPST18]. Because our sign conven-
tion is opposite that of [LPST18], we will actually compute pX(−u,−v). Let d =
∑n
i=1mi and G(z) =∏d
i=0 (H + iu+ (d− i)v) ∈ Z[u, v][z]. Let L(z) = G(z)−G(0)z . Let L(H1, . . . ,Hn) be the result of reducing
L(m1H1 + · · ·+mnHn) modulo (Hi + u)(Hi + v) for each i. Now, we carry out the three steps in the proof
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of [LPST18, Theorem 12.5].
Step 1 By Lagrange interpolation,
L(m1H1 + · · ·+mnHn) = G(m1H1 + · · ·+mnHn)− L(0)
m1H1 + · · ·+mnHn
L(H1, . . . ,Hn) =
∑
T⊂{1,...,n}
−G(0)
−∑i∈T miv −∑i/∈T miu
(∏
i∈T
Hi + u
−v + u
)(∏
i/∈T
Hi + v
−u+ v
)
.
Step 2 Substituting z for each Hi yields
L(z, . . . , z) = G(0)
∑
T⊂{1,...,n}
1∑
i∈T miv +
∑
i/∈T miu
(z + u)#T (z + v)d−#T∏
i∈T (−v + u)
∏
i/∈T (−u+ v)
. (5)
Step 3 Let F (z) = (z+u)(z+ v). All terms of (5) are divisible by F (z)2 unless #T ∈ {0, 1, n− 1, n}. Thus,
[z1][F (z)1]L(z, . . . , z) is
G(0)
(u− v)n [z
1][F (z)1]
(
(−1)n(z + v)n
du
+
(z + u)n
dv
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)n−1F (z)(z + v)n−2
miv + (d−mi)u +
n∑
i=1
(−1)F (z)(z + u)n−2
miu+ (d−mi)v
)
.
As in the proof of [LPST18, Theorem 12.5],
[z1][F (z)1]F (z)(z + u)k = (u− v)k−1 [z1][F (z)1](z + u)k = (k − 2)(u− v)k−3
[z1][F (z)1]F (z)(z + v)k = (v − u)k−1 [z1][F (z)1](z + v)k = (k − 2)(v − u)k−3,
so [z1][F (z)1]L(z, . . . , z) simplifies to
G(0)
(u− v)n
(
(−1)n(n− 2)(v − u)n−3
du
+
(n− 2)(u− v)n−3
dv
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)n−1(v − u)n−3
miv + (d−mi)u +
n∑
i=1
(−1)(u− v)n−3
miu+ (d−mi)v
)
G(0)
(u− v)n
(
(−1)(n− 2)(u− v)n−3
du
+
(n− 2)(u− v)n−3
dv
+
n∑
i=1
(u− v)n−3
miv + (d−mi)u +
(−1)(u− v)n−3
miu+ (d−mi)v
)
G(0)
(u− v)n
(
(n− 2)(u− v)n−2
duv
+
n∑
i=1
(2mi − d)(u− v)n−2
(miv + (d−mi)u)(miu+ (d−mi)v)
)
G(0)
(u− v)2
(
n− 2
duv
+
n∑
i=1
2mi − d
(miv + (d−mi)u)(miu+ (d−mi)v)
)
In the case all the multiplicities are all one, the formula in Theorem A.1 simplifies. We will also give a
direct proof by slow projection.
Corollary A.2. In the setting of Theorem A.1 if each mi = 1, then
pX(−u,−v) = n(n− 1)(n− 2)
n−2∏
j=2
(H + (ju+ (n− j)v)).
Proof using Theorem A.1. Applying Theorem A.1, we find pX(−u,−v) is
1
(u− v)2
n∏
i=0
(iu+ (n− i)v)
(
n− 2
nuv
− (−2 + n)n
((n− 1)u+ v)((n− 1)v + u)
)
=
n(n− 2)
(u− v)2
n∏
i=0
(iu+ (n− i)v)
(
1
(nu)(nv)
− 1
((n− 1)u+ v)((n− 1)v + u)
)
=
n(n− 2)
(u− v)2
n∏
i=0
(iu+ (n− i)v)
(
n− 1
(nu)((n− 1)u+ v)((n− 1)v + u)(nv)
)
.
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Applying [FNR05, Theorem 6.1] yields the answer.
Proof by slow projection. Let V be a 2-dimensional vector space, v1, . . . , vn pairwise linearly independent
vectors of V , X ⊂ P1 the corresponding point configuration supported on p1, . . . , pn, and Z ⊂ P(Symn V )
the orbit closure. The key fact we will use is
Claim A.3. Every point in the boundary of Z corresponds to a point configuration in P1 supported on two
points with multiplicities n− 1 and 1 or one point with multiplicity n.
Proof of Claim A.3. Let A(t) be a 1-parameter family of matrices, or more precisely a map from the spectrum
of a discrete valuation ring to End(V ) where the generic point maps to an element of GL(V ). We want to
show that the multiset S = {limt→0A(t)pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} does not have two copies each of two distinct
points. First, we can assume the rank of A(0) = 1. If the rank of A(0) is 2, then S consists of distinct
points. If A(0) = 0, we can divide out by a power of the uniformizing parameter so that A(0) 6= 0. Then,
{limt→0A(t)pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is the point in P(V ) corresponding to the 1-dimensional image of A(0) if vi is not
in the kernel of A(0). Otherwise, there is at most one vi in the kernel of A(0) and {limt→0A(t)pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
is otherwise unrestricted.
Let x, y be a basis for V . Then, a basis of Symn V is xn, xn−1y, . . . , yn. Let T ⊂ GL(V ) be the maximal
torus corresponding to the basis x, y. Since A•GL(V )(P(Sym
d V ))→ A•T (P(Symd V )) is injective, we can use
a T -equivariant degeneration and compute the T -equivariant class. Our T -equivariant degeneration will be
to scale the coordinates corresponding to xn−2y2, . . . , x2yn−2 to zero.
By Claim A.3, Z is disjoint from the source of this “slow projection,” so the T -equivariant class of Z is
a multiple of the class of the 3-plane in P(Symd V ) given by the vanishing of the coordinates corresponding
to xn−2y2, . . . , x2yn−2. The class of that 3-plane is
∏n−2
i=2 (iu+ (n− i)v). The multiple we need is the
degree of Z as a projective variety, with is n(n− 1)(n− 2) by the combinatorial argument given in [AF93a,
Introduction].
Remark A.4. Corollary A.2 can be generalized in a different direction. Suppose we fix n general points
p1, . . . , pn ∈ Pr and consider all configurations of n points given by mapping p1, . . . , pn via a linear rational
map Pr → P1. Let the closure of these configurations in Symn P1 be Zr,n. The same proof of Claim A.3 using
slow projection shows the equivariant class of Zr,n in A
•(Symn P1) = Z[u, v][H]/(
∏n
i=0H + iu+ (n− i)v)
has constant term
2r+1∏
i=0
(n− i)
n−r−1∏
i=r+1
(iu+ (n− i)r),
and the full class is given by substituting u→ u+ Hn , v → v + Hn into the constant term [FNR05, Theorem
6.1]. These are examples of generalized matrix orbits defined in [LPST18]. Also see [Tse19, Example 1.3].
B Points on P1 via Atiyah-Bott
The method in Appendix A was closer to the theme of equivariant degeneration explored in this paper.
We note that there is self-contained proof given by the Atiyah-Bott formula, or equivalently resolution and
integral via localization [FR06, Section 4]. The authors attempted to perform the same method for smooth
plane curves using the resolution given by [AF93b], but the computation of the normal bundles quickly
became intractable.
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B.1 General setup
Let V be a 2-dimensional vector space with T = (C×)2 acting by scaling. Then, we have T -action on
P3 ∼= PHom(V,C2). Given a point configuration of d-points in P1 (a central hyperplane configuration in C2),
we have a rational map
PHom(V,C2) 99K P(Symn V )
The base locus is n-disjoint lines, where n is the number of distinct points, given by the matrices with image
contained in each pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Picking a basis, we find PHom(V,C2) is given by 2 by 2 matrices
(∗ ∗
∗ ∗
)
up to scaling. The T action is by scaling the columns, and each of the base loci (after base change via a left
GL2-action) looks like
(∗ ∗
0 0
)
.
Let X be the blow up of P3 along these base loci R1, . . . , Rn. This resolves the rational map above
[AF93b, Proposition 1.2].
B.2 Normal bundle to a proper transform
Lemma B.1. Let Z ⊂ Y be an inclusion of smooth varieties. Let W ⊂ Y be a smooth subvariety and
W˜ ⊂ BlZY be the proper transform of W . If pi : BlZY → Y is the blowup map, then we have the short exact
sequence
0→ coker(pi∗N∨W/Y → N∨W˜/BlZY )→ ΩBlZY/Y |W˜ → ΩW˜/W → 0.
Proof. Consider the following diagram
0 0
pi∗N∨W/Y N
∨
W˜/BlZY
0 pi∗ΩY |W˜ ΩBlZY |W˜ ΩBlZY/Y |W˜ 0
0 pi∗ΩW ΩW˜/W ΩW˜/W 0
0 0 0
The bottom two rows are exact by the relative cotangent sequence for a generically separable morphism of
integral smooth varieties [Liu02, Remark 4.17]. The lemma follows from the nine lemma.
B.3 Setup for Atiyah-Bott integration
In order to apply Atiyah-Bott integration to X, we need to identify the fixed loci, their normal bundles, and
how classes restrict from X to the fixed point loci.
B.4 Fixed point loci
First, we note that the fixed-point loci of P3 under the action of T consists of two disjoint P1’s which we will
call C1, C2. (∗ 0
∗ 0
) (
0 ∗
0 ∗
)
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The fixed-point loci of X under the action of T must lie over the fixed-point loci of P3 under T . We claim
that there are 2n+ 2 fixed-point loci:
1. 2 fixed point loci corresponding to P1’s that are the proper transforms C˜1 and C˜2 of C1 and C2. If we
suppose C1 is the P1 consisting of the matrices
(∗ ∗
0 0
)
, then the point of the proper transform lying
above C1 ∩R1 is given by the limiting point of(
1 0
0 0
)
+ t
(
0 0
1 0
)
as t→ 0.
2. 2n isolated points that lie over the 2n pairwise intersections of C1, C2 with R1, . . . , Rn. If we suppose
C1 is the P1 consisting of the matrices
(∗ ∗
0 0
)
, then the point lying above C1 ∩ R1 is given by the
limiting point of (
1 0
0 0
)
+ t
(
0 0
0 1
)
as t→ 0.
B.4.1 Normal bundles and restriction of proper transforms
Let H be the c1(OP3(1)) on P3 pulled back to X and E an exceptional divisor of X → P3. We have C˜1 is P1
with a trivial T -actions. Therefore, A•(C˜1) ∼= Z[z][u, v]/(z2). We have the following restrictions:
H 7→ H = z − u
E 7→ z = H + u.
Here, E is any of the m exceptional divisors. (We are thinking of C˜1 as the P1 embedded as the first column
of 2 by 2 matrices P3 up scaling. Therefore, it’s actually natural to think of it as the projectivization of a
vector bundle with a nontrivial T -action, so it is a projective bundle over a point that is trivial, but O(1) = H
is twisted. The Leray relation in this case is (H + u)2 = z2.)
We need to compute the normal bundle to the proper transform of C1. The normal bundle of C1 in P3 is
c(P3)
c(C1)
=
(1 + u+H)2(1 + v +H)2
(1 + u+H)2
= (1 + v +H)2.
Note that this also makes sense as C1 is a complete intersection cut out by (v +H)
2. Applying Lemma B.1
yields
0→ pi∗N∨C1/P3 → N∨C˜1/X → ΩX/P3 |C˜1 → 0.
The term on the right is a skyscraper sheaf supported on the intersection of C˜1 ∼= P1 with the exceptional
locus. We need to find the torus action on the bundle TX/P3 |C˜1 supported on E at the intersection E ∩ C˜1.
There is an affine neighborhood of E ∩ C˜1 in X of the form(
1 a01a00
a10
a00
a11
a00
)
+ t
(
0 0
1 A11A10
)
with coordinates given by a01a00 ,
a10
a00
, A11A10 as
A11
A10
a10 = a11. We have the short exact sequence
0→ C˜1(−z)⊗ Cv−u → C˜1 ⊗ Cv−u → Cv−u|C˜ ∩ pi−1(Ri)→ 0,
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where Cv−u is the nonequivariantly trivial line bundle with an action of T by the character v−u. The torus
action has character v − u on the coordinate A11A10 , so the term on the right has chern class 1+v−u1−z+v−u . We
apply this for each i to find
c(NC˜1/X) = (1 +H + v)
2 (1− z + v − u)m
(1 + v − u)n
= (1 + v − u)2(1 + z
1 + v − u )
2(1− z
1 + v − u )
n
= (1 + v − u)2(1 + (2− n)z
1 + v − u )
= (1 + z + v − u)(1 + (1− n)z + v − u).
B.4.2 Restriction to isolated points
Suppose we are considering the isolated fixed point p given by the limit as t→ 0 of(
1 0
0 0
)
+ t
(
0 0
0 1
)
Then, we have the restrictions
H 7→ −u
E 7→ v − u.
Here, E is the exceptional divisor containing p. The first one is by restricting the tautological line bundle
and considering the torus action. To see the restriction of E, we note that the restriction of E to itself is
OP(NR1/P3 )
(−1). Then, we take the local chart around pi(p) consisting of(
1 a01a00
a10
a00
a11
a00
)
and find the action on the coordinate a11a00 is v − u. Also the normal bundle to p in X has chern class
(1 + v − u)2(1 + u− v).
To see this, consider the local chart around p(
1 a01a00
a10
a00
a11
a00
)
+ t
(
0 0
A10
A11
1
)
which has local coordinates a01a00 ,
a11
a00
, A10A11 on which T acts by characters v − u, v − u and u− v respectively.
B.5 Application of Atiyah-Bott
Proof of Theorem A.1. As before, we compute pX(−u,−v) due to our sign conventions. Let
φ(H) =
(H + du)(H + (d− 1)u+ v) · · · (H + dv)− (du) · · · (dv)
H
.
We want to pull φ(H) back to X and integrate using Atiyah-Bott. We first integrate over C˜1. Since H
pulls back to
dH −
n∑
i=1
miEi = d(z − u)− dz = −du,
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this is
[z]
1
(z + v − u)((1− n)z + v − u)φ(−du) =
[z]
1
(v−u)2
(1 + zv−u )(1 +
(1−n)z
v−u )
−∏di=0 (iu+ (d− i)v)
−du =
(n− 2)∏di=1 (iu+ (d− i)v)
(v − u)3 .
Adding this to the contribution of C˜2 yields
(n− 2)
d∏
i=0
(iu+ (d− i)v) 1
(v − u)3
(
1
du
− 1
dv
)
=
(n− 2)
d∏
i=0
(iu+ (d− i)v) 1
(v − u)2
1
duv
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have a point in the configuration of multiplicity mi. We have two isolated fixed
points corresponding to i lying above Ri ∩C1 and Ri ∩C2. For the point lying above Ri ∩C1, H pulls back
to dH −miE, where E is the exceptional divisor lying above Ri. This restricts to
−du− n(v − u) = (−d+mi)u−miv
at the fixed point. The contribution to Atiyah Bott is
1
(u− v)3φ((−d+mi)u−miv) =
1
(u− v)3
−∏dj=0 (ju+ (d− j)v)
(−d+mi)u−miv .
Adding this to the contribution of the fixed point lying above Ri ∩ C2, we get
1
(u− v)3
d∏
j=0
(ju+ (d− j)v)
(
1
(d−mi)u+miv −
1
(d−mi)v +miu
)
=
− 1
(u− v)2
d∏
j=0
(ju+ (d− j)v) d− 2mi
((d−mi)u+miv)((d−mi)v +miu) .
Adding the contributions up yields the result.
C Cubic plane curves
Although the computations of pC for cubic plane curves C are elementary, we provide them here for the sake
of completeness.
The following table provides a complete list of polynomials pC :
Cubic Curve C pC(c1, c2, c3) # Aut
Triple Line −(72c31c22 + 36c1c32 + 36c41c3 − 162c21c2c3 + 243c1c23) ∞
Double Line plus Line −(72c31c2 + 36c1c22 − 108c21c3) ∞
Three concurrent lines 12c41 + 6c
2
1c2 + 27c1c3 ∞
Conic plus tangent line −36c31 − 18c1c2 ∞
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Triangle −(12c31 + 6c1c2 + 27c3) ∞
Conic plus line 18c21 + 9c2 ∞
Cuspidal cubic 24c21 ∞
Irreducible nodal cubic (−12c1)6 6
Smooth cubic (j 6= 0, 1728) (−12c1)18 18
Smooth cubic with j = 1728 (−6c1)36 36
Smooth cubic with j = 0 (−4c1)54 54
The formulas for a triple line, double line plus line, conic plus line, and triangle can all be obtained
via presentation and integration along the lines of [FNR06, Theorem 3.1] and Proposition 3.5. This is the
method of resolution and integration [FR06, Section 3].
The formula for three concurrent lines, conic plus tangent line and cuspidal cubic can be gotten by
applying Kazarian’s formula [Kaz03a, Theorem 1] for counting D4, A3, and A2 singularities respectively.
This was carried out for the case of quartic plane curves for A6, D6, and E6 in the proof of Corollary 3.4.
The formula for smooth and nodal cubics and be obtained by their predegree formulas [AF93b, Section 3.6]
and Proposition 2.4.
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